My Facebook Account Locked All of the Sudden!! What to Do??
By: Andrew Browni
Really feeling dejected with sudden locking of your Facebook account? With Facebook, being a convenient channel to
pass on and share information with known ones but FB security has been inconsiderate on some occasions. Due to
certain activities conducted by a user, Facebook temporarily locks down the Facebook account due to security
reasons. With critical analysis done as per Facebook security is concerned, the security measures taken by this
popular social networking website is as per the terms and condition formulated by their end and accepted by users at
the time of getting registered with social media/networking site. Users do not have any idea to contact FB helpdesk
services due to the absence of official Facebook customer support number as people face a lot of problems because
they cannot get instant help from FB phone support experts once their social networking account gets locked all of the
sudden.
With advanced system developed by Facebook, it captures as well as scan each and every activity conducted by
millions of users on daily basis and maintains its snapshot in the backend. Even a subtle or suspicious activity cannot
be left untraced or scrutinized with the encapsulation of this system in the Facebook server. Persistent suspicious
activities of any kind are not tolerated by Facebook that eventually leads to shut down of account on immediate basis
for a particular time period, which everyone can consider as temporary locking of the Facebook account. Even if you
are performing essential activities from your end but there is a certain threshold limit after which FB server take strict
action and locks the account on a temporary basis.
Even if you are sending multiple website links to known ones using chat application or sharing the links on the
Facebook wall, one after the other on a continuous basis, your activities are done under scrutiny as there are certain
parameters set in FB server which recognize it as spam activities. Facebook has created such kind of programming in
its software to offer security to the users and prevent the access of unauthorized people in the email account
How to Unlock Facebook Account? Methods Specified
Here are certain steps that can help you unlock Facebook Account but it’s advisable to contact the Facebook technical
support team by creating a ticket or by reporting the problem to take a suggestion from certified experts before
implementing steps to unlock Facebook Account. With many people unaware regarding the procedure of how to
unlock Facebook account, here are certain methods which are revealed below for their convenience so that online
activities such as sharing posts and images on Facebook wall and business Fan page keep going on without any
further hindrance
•Once the Facebook account is locked on a temporary basis, do not try to access it for next 3-5 days as it
automatically comes back to normal mode. Making numerous attempts to login into Facebook account can make
things worse. Other than this, clearing history and cache files of the web browser can help you regain access of
temporary locked Facebook account.
•Complete the automated security verification process as mentioned in the instructions formulated by Facebook Inc as
the social networking website may have noticed some suspicious activities in your Facebook account. Phone number
verification and friend identification can help users in getting their Facebook account unlocked without any hassle.
•Submit your request to the Facebook customer service experts by clicking on reporting a problem button. In case, FB
needs identity proof of account holder, provide the same as per its requirement which can validate your authenticity
over the locked Facebook account.
Preventive Methods for Users from Getting FB Account Locked Again.
•Go through the reviews by reading the Facebook statement of rights and responsibilities carefully so that in future,
safety and security of Facebook account will always keep on alerting you. Before committing any such activity that can
put you in trouble, go through FB terms and condition.
•Do neglect accessing your Facebook account using Proxy servers as it has anonymous IPs that can create bad
impact as these are unknown to FB and it may affect their security network that may lead to permanent locking of your
Facebook account.
•Do not keep Facebook account logged in from multiple devices at a time as Facebook identifies it as suspicious and
expects malicious activities to be conducted from your end.
How do I Contact Facebook Customer Care?
Implementing these above-mentioned methods to unlock Facebook account as well as preventive measures for users
from getting FB account locked again can be really helpful for all Facebook users including you to perform essential
activities on social networking website without any hassle. In case, you are not able to adopt methods to unlock
temporary blocked Facebook account, then the only option is to contact third party organizations rendering FB phone
support through independent Facebook Customer Service Number dialing which experts are readily available to help
you and render instant help whatever you require to unlock Facebook account on permanent basis.
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